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Abstract 

  
Multiple sclerosis (MScl) is defined by central nervous system (CNS) 

inflammation, demyelination and axonal damage. Some of the disease 

mechanisms are known but the cause of this complex disorder stays an enigma. 

Experimental autoimmune encephalomyelitis (EAE) is an animal model 

mimicking many aspects of MScl, developed in order to study the pathology in 

more detail. This review aims to describe the EAE model and the proteomic 

biomarker studies implemented so far. Further connections of discriminatory 

proteins discovered in EAE to findings in MScl are described. 
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1. Introduction 

 
Multiple sclerosis is a CNS disorder characterized by neuroinflammation, 

neurodegeneration and myelin degradation. Symptoms of disease range from 

sensory changes and fatigue to motor dysfunctions and visual impairments. 

Diagnosis is done by clinical examinations aided by cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) 

analysis and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scans. For a definite MScl 

diagnose evidence of relapses separated in time and space is a criterion. The cause 

of the disease is yet to be surveyed; what is known is that both environmental 

factors as well as genetic susceptibility have an influence. Multiple sclerosis has a 

main prevalence of occurrence in northern Europe, northern America and eastern 

Australia, leading to some of the theories connected to low sunlight, and high 

hygiene. A few other hypotheses include infection by a virus, toxin exposure, sex 

hormone relations, dietary habits and air pollution as possible causes (1). Multiple 

sclerosis exhibits various disease courses described as relapsing-remitting (RR), 

primary-progressive (PP), secondary-progressive (SP) and progressive-relapsing 

(PR) as seen in Figure 1. Multiple sclerosis has been studied by means of 

proteomics in order to reveal causes of the disease, increased understanding of 

pathomechanisms and to discover biomarkers. The discovery of a quick and 

simple method for diagnosis would be invaluable and the possibility to follow up 

the disease progression and therapeutic response would be precious as well. 

Another interesting opportunity of the discovery of proteomic biomarkers is the 

development of personalized medicine.  

 

 
Figure 1.  Typical disease curves of different EAE models. Black solid line: MBP in Lewis 

rat, dotted black line: MOG in dark agouti rat, grey solid line: PLP in SJL/J mouse, black 

broken line: rhMOG in marmoset. 
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The study of human subjects is limited. Since MScl affects the CNS, tissue 

samples can be collected post mortem exclusively, making it impossible to follow 

the disease course by means of proteomics in a longitudinal manner using tissue 

samples. Blood samples are easily collected but the detection of disease-related 

proteins might be hampered by the complexity of the blood proteome, the 

masking effect by highly abundant proteins and the possible dilution effect, 

especially if the sample is collected peripheral to the diseased area. Some of the 

CNS-specific proteins might not even be present in the blood stream because of 

the blood- brain barrier (BBB). The collection of CSF is a somewhat invasive 

method but it is possible to collect samples in a longitudinal way and at any stage 

of the disease. The proximity to the diseased tissue also makes this body fluid a 

better choice than blood. 

From animal models tissue samples can be collected at any time point and 

during all stages of the disease, the biological variation is less than in a human 

population and knock-outs can be created in order to study specific questions in 

more detail. The animal model of MScl, experimental autoimmune 

encephalomyelitis (EAE), has become an important tool for the understanding of 

the human disease. This review aims to give an overview of proteomic EAE 

studies, what questions need to be answered and what is already known. Further 

this review will describe discriminatory proteins discovered in EAE and the 

connection to observations done in the study of MScl patients.  

 

 

2. Why use animal models 

 
The use of animal models in research is an ongoing topic of discussion, sometimes 

heated but always necessary. Over the past few decades, intensive discussions 

between organizations opposing the use of animals and those supporting it have 

led to increased attention towards the further implementation of Russell and 

Burch’s so-called 3R’s – Replacement, Reduction and Refinement (1959). Indeed 

where possible, alternative models are used in which hypotheses are tested in 

silico, in vitro or ex vivo. This strategy is not only beneficial for the animals, but 

also helps increase knowledge on a specific scientific subject (2). However, when 

research areas address increasingly complex systems, such as the immune system 

or the central nervous system, the use of animal models becomes increasingly 

dictated. 

Research using animal models can be separated into two distinct 

categories: a) fundamental (or basic) research, in which new light is shed upon yet 

unknown biological mechanisms involving complex systems and/or interactions 
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thereof, and b) applied research, focused on understanding pathological 

mechanisms to help us find and develop cures for human and animal diseases. 

Much is written on the quality and/or validity of a model (3). Current 

knowledge on pathological processes is limited, which imposes a reductionistic 

approach by focusing on parts or elements of a disease one attempts to 

understand and/or cure. Typical examples of such reductionism are so-called 

disease models. In these types of animal models, one or several aspects of a 

disease are mimicked and their validity can be categorized as follows: i) face 

validity, which is the degree of similarity between an aspect of particular disease 

and the parameter measured in the animal model; ii) predictive validity, which is 

the degree of extrapolation of the outcome of an experimental procedure to the 

human (or target) situation; and iii) construct validity, which is the degree of 

similarity between the mechanisms modeled and the mechanism thought or 

proven to play a role in the situation studied (i.e. a disease of interest or biological 

process investigated) (4). Additionally, with an increase in reported results from 

animal models and from clinical trials, comparative meta-analyses such as 

performed by Perel et al. (5) will become valuable in determining the strength of 

animal models to predict clinical outcome and further improve the validity of 

disease models.   

These disease models, used for both fundamental and applied research, 

have often led to a better understanding of biological processes. As example, it is 

worth noticing that the EAE (see also below) has enabled scientists to elucidate the 

mechanisms involved in immune responses. This knowledge was then the basis 

for the development of two commercialized drugs that alleviate MScl symptoms: 

Copaxone ® (Teva Pharmaceuticals); and Tysabri ® (Biogen and Elan) (reviewed 

in Steinman and Zamvil, 2005) (6).  

In the late preclinical (i.e. non-clinical) stage of drug development, 

evaluation of the safety aspects of a potential new drug as well as pharmacological 

testing is mandatory. Institutions responsible for approving the commercialization 

of new drugs, such as the Food and Drug Administration (FDA - US) and the 

European Medicines Agency, require proof of efficacy and safety of a given 

pharmaceutical prior to the first human exposure. Indeed, in a very early stage of 

application of a novel drug, the FDA states in its Drug Review Process that 

organizations applying for approval must show results from laboratory animal 

testing prior to discussing their plans for clinical trials (7).  

The use of animal models is therefore the price that society decides to pay 

to ensure the safety of healthy volunteers and of patients participating in these 

clinical trials required to bring a new drug to the medicine cabinets. In this view, it 

is of importance that all animal testing is performed with the highest possible 

respect and care for the animals involved. To warrant for such a ‘humane’ 

approach, performing experiments on animals is heavily regulated. Although 
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these regulations differ from country to country, local and international law (8) set 

strict regulations to handling and care of laboratory animals as well as strict 

definitions and limitations to the use of these animals, allowing only tests that are 

essential in answering scientific or medical questions. The local implementation of 

these regulations is often taken care of by ethical committees responsible to 

evaluate the balance between the suffering and/or discomfort caused to the 

animals studied versus the benefits for the target species (humans, but also in the 

veterinary field). 

It is therefore our responsibility as scientists that our understanding of the 

disease models and their extrapolation to the human situation is such that the 

chances increase that effects observed in animals reflect efficacy in human.  

 

 

3. Description of the EAE model 

 
During the late 19th century, in the early period of the search for a rabies vaccine, 

suspensions of CNS material extracted from infected rabbits were injected as 

prophylactic treatment for the disease. However, such interventions led to the 

development of paralysis in some of the vaccinated patients (9). To understand the 

link between these observed effects and the vaccination, several experiments were 

performed in which CNS material was injected in the rabbit (10, 11). However, 

these authors could not correlate the neurological symptoms observed with any 

pathological changes in the nervous system. This correlation was first 

demonstrated by Rivers who performed repeated administration of emulsified 

rabbit brains in monkeys and described a type of ‚encephalomyelitis‛ (12, 13). 

These series of experiments constitute the first steps towards the development of 

the EAE as the protocols for induction became increasingly refined over the last 75 

years (14, 15). Equally important, these first steps also led to the development of 

the hypothesized immunological basis of Multiple Sclerosis’ pathology, as 

similarities were observed with human demyelinating diseases (16).   

The EAE has been instrumental in discovering and developing three of the 

six currently approved therapies for MScl: Copaxone, Mitoxantrone and 

Natalizumab. Both Copaxone and Natalizumab were discovered by developing 

working hypotheses on the pathological processes involved in EAE (17, 18). 

Mitoxantrone, however, was already discovered and used for cancer. It is when 

this type of drug was hypothesized to be effective in MScl (19), that Mitoxantrone 

was first tested in EAE and showed positive effects (20). This eventually led to its 

use in reducing the frequency of relapses in Relapsing Remitting MScl and 

slowing the progression of Secondary Progressive MScl.  
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The use of the EAE in defining a therapeutic strategy for MScl has also 

been heavily contested. Sriram & Steiner (21), elaborated on the differences in 

pathology between EAE and MScl and linked this lack of correlation to the high 

number of failures in clinical trials. Also, Steinman & Zamvil (2005) although 

praising the EAE for its use in understanding neuroimmunological processes and 

for being responsible for most of the current therapies for MScl, warn that the EAE 

fails to detect potential infectious complications from novel therapies and lacks 

predictability on toxicity. 

An important aspect in the discussion of the validity of the EAE as model 

for MScl is its heterogeneous nature. Currently, there exist several types of EAE 

models: the antigen used (all from myelin origin) the species or even the strain in 

which it is induced, influence the course of the disease (22) (see Fig 1). Depending 

on the protocol, a different aspect of MS can be modeled. Indeed, several models 

have been refined to mimic relapsing remitting MScl (23-25), secondary 

progressive or primary progressive MScl (26). Next to exhibiting different disease 

courses, these models also present different cellular and molecular aspects of 

Multiple Sclerosis (14). Hence, there is not one EAE model, but rather a wide 

range of variations on the theme, each representing one or more characteristic of 

the pathologies observed in the different subtypes of MScl. 

In this light, the difficulty arising by the differences in cellular and 

molecular aspects of EAE models may not need to be impeding on our 

understanding of the disease. On the contrary, by wisely combining studies 

performed in different types of EAE models as Steinman and Zamvil advocate (6), 

and adding studies from other models, a broader range of underlying MScl 

pathological processes might come to light. As Gold et al. concluded ‚owing to the 

complexities of human diseases, it is obvious that there is no single EAE model, 

but rather a combination of different approaches that will finally help us to 

develop new and more effective approaches‛. 

It is undeniable that more studies are necessary to assess the degree of 

extrapolation of EAE findings to the human situation. Also the application of 

advanced technologies, such as Mass Spectrometry and the study of the EAE 

metabolite and/or protein profile compared to the human situation will 

undoubtedly lead to the discovery of potential new targets. 

 

 

4. Why proteomic biomarkers 

 
The set of all proteins expressed in a cell, tissue, body fluid or an organism is 

called the proteome. The study of the proteins thereof in terms of quality, 

quantity, function, structure, localization, modifications, activities and 
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identification is named ‚proteomics‛ (27, 28). Proteomics can also be defined as an 

interpretation of genome coded information (29). The definition of a biomarker is 

termed: ‚a characteristic that is objectively measured and evaluated as an 

indicator of normal biologic processes, pathogenic processes or pharmacologic 

responses to a therapeutic intervention‛ (30). In the case of proteomic biomarker 

research, the proteins are the entities examined for changes according to different 

disease states and drug interventions using material from patients or animal 

disease models. 

The proteome with the estimated 300 000 proteins (31) is by far more 

complex than the genome that consists of maybe less than 30 000 genes (32). There 

is truly no one-gene-one protein relationship and mRNA levels are not in direct 

relationship with protein levels. The proteins exist in splice variations, conformal 

changes and with post translational modifications leading to a large variation in 

the proteome. The proteome influenced by metabolism, stress, drug interactions, 

circadian rhythm, cell type, stimuli, micro and macro environment is highly 

dynamic compared to the more static genome. Proteins play crucial roles in the 

body with function as enzymes, transporters, structure creators, receptors, growth 

factors and antibodies among many others. The proteome can be analyzed in a 

range of different sources as e.g. cells, tissues, blood, cerebrospinal fluid, amniotic 

fluid, synovial fluid, tears and urine (27, 30, 31, 33).  

Multiple sclerosis, a highly complex disease with symptoms from various 

parts of the body, requires several criteria to be fulfilled for a diagnosis to be 

made. There is a limited ability to predict different courses of the disease as well as 

to monitor treatment response. To make a diagnosis, time consuming neurological 

examinations as well as expensive MRI scans are applied. CSF is also examined for 

the presence of immunoglobulin gamma (IgG) bands, an increased IgG index and 

an overall increased protein amount. Many times the definite diagnosis can be 

made only after months or even years of examinations (34). Specific proteomic 

biomarkers that in an early stage could be detected by a single analysis of a blood 

sample, CSF or other biofluid could increase the certainty of diagnosis, saving 

both time and money and enabling the initiation of an early drug treatment with a 

better outcome for the patient. More than to serve as diagnostic and classification 

markers, the discovery of disease-specific proteins can reveal the pathogenic 

functions which in turn could lead to drug development since many 

pharmacological drug targets are proteins (30, 31, 33). 

There are many challenges to meet in the proteomic research; the great 

diversity as well as the large dynamic range of proteins in tissues or bodyfluids 

causes problems for the analytical methods applied. Therefore, several different 

techniques are used in order to reduce the sample complexity; separations in more 

than one dimension, depletions and analysis of selected protein groups as e.g. 

phospho-proteins, glycoproteins and membrane proteins are some of the common 
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techniques.  Another challenge met by these complex analyzes include the need of 

repeatability and reproducibility. Proteins and peptides are sensitive to different 

sample handling techniques, storage conditions as temperature, sample vials and 

number of freeze-thaw cycles affects the sample. Also the sampling technique and 

how the sample is handled just after the sampling are crucial. CSF samples 

contaminated with e.g. red or white blood cells are not useable and discarded 

from studies. This calls for robust design and standardization of proteomic 

biomarker studies in order to rule out the detection of differences caused by 

biological differences, sample handling, adsorptions to the walls of the sample vial 

and degradation of naturally present proteases (27, 35, 36). High-throughput 

analysis strategies as often applied in biomarker studies call for the use of quick 

automated techniques. The production of often huge data files makes the 

processing of the data sets even a significant logistics problem. When properly 

designed, proteomic biomarker studies could generate important and useful 

information. 

 

 

5. Body fluids and tissues  

 
In the search for proteomic biomarkers in the EAE model there are a few options 

of sample sources. Different tissues from the CNS as well as blood, CSF and ECF 

can be collected from animals. In biomarker studies based on human subjects, CSF 

and blood can be collected. Only in the case of post mortem subjects can tissue 

samples also be used. Other body fluids such as urine, saliva (37) and lacrimal 

fluid (38) can be collected as well, but are less useful in the case of EAE and MScl.  

 

5.1. Tissues 
In the EAE model, all kinds of CNS connected tissue can be collected for extraction 

of proteins for biomarker studies. The most used tissue is spinal cord (39-46), but 

also cerebral micro vessels (47) as well as retina, optic nerve and brain tissue have 

been harvested for this purpose (46). Also specific organelles or proteins can be 

extracted from tissues for separate analysis as e.g. mitochondria (46), membrane or 

cytosol proteins.  

 

5.2. Blood samples 
An intact blood-brain barrier (BBB) complicates the detection of brain specific 

proteins in the blood. Both EAE and MScl show a BBB impairment (48, 49) that 

enables the passage of proteins between blood and brain, making it possible to 

detect brain-specific proteins in blood samples. Blood, however, contains large 

amounts of proteins among which the CNS-related proteins constitute only a 
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minor part of the total content. The distance to the diseased areas makes the 

detection of markers specific to CNS disorders difficult, especially when applying 

a screening approach of the total proteome. For targeted approaches, blood can be 

a more useful compartment (50-52). Biomarkers that are detectable in serum are of 

great use, since blood samples are easy to collect at the clinic. Blood is easily 

collected from the tails of rats and mice and the samples can be collected in a 

longitudinal fashion.  

 

5.3. Cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) 
CSF is the most promising compartment for biomarker search in CNS disorders. 

CSF is in close proximity to the diseased tissue and has around 400 times lower 

protein concentration than blood. Because of the BBB, some brain-specific proteins 

might be difficult to detect elsewhere than in CSF or CNS tissues. Because tissue 

samples cannot be collected from patients until post-mortem, CSF enables 

monitoring of the disease of living patients in a longitudinal fashion even though 

the withdrawal of CSF is a quite invasive method that may introduce headache or 

other complications for the patient. In the EAE model CSF has not been frequently 

analyzed to date, probably because of the low sample volume and the laborious 

method of sampling; previously, a stereotaxic surgery was needed to reach the 

CSF (53), but with new techniques developed, the possibility to work with CSF has 

increased (54). 

In Table 1 and 2 characteristics of CSF from different species can be seen. 

A rat of 200-300g has a total CSF volume of about 580 µL (55) (cisterna magna ~190 

µL (54)). The maximum volume of CSF that can be collected from rat is around 120 

µL with no visible contamination of blood (54). Since there is a very large 

concentration difference between CSF and blood even a minor contamination will 

have a huge impact. What has to be noted, however, is that CSF can be 

contaminated with blood even though this might not be detectable by eye 

(detectable by mass spectrometry). Since the BBB is disrupted during EAE and 

MScl, there is an influx of blood proteins in the CSF and a blood contamination in 

these samples cannot be excluded (49). CSF can be repeatedly collected also from 

rats and mice (56, 57); for serial sampling, a maximum of 60 µL from rat and ~5 μL 

from mouse can be safely taken each time at an interval of 2-3 months (57). The 

low CSF volumes that can be collected from rat and mouse are partly 

compensated by the higher protein concentration (5-10 times higher than in 

humans [human approximately 400 ng/µL]).  
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Table 1. CSF volume in different species (152). 

Species mL 

Horse 170-300 

Human (total) 100-160 

Human (ventricular) 16-27 

Goat 25-30 

Sheep 14-17 

Dog (total) 7.8-24 

Dog (intracranial) 5.5-9.5 

Cat 4.0-4.9 

Dogfish 2.0-2.7 

Shark 2.0 

Rabbit 1.4-2.3 

Rat 0.28-0.3 

Mouse 0.04 

 

 

Table 2. Description of CSF production rate (153). 

Species µL/min 

Frog (R. pipiens) 0.3 

Mouse 0.325 

Chicken 1.4 

Dogfish 2.0-4.0 

Rat 2.1-5.4 

Nurse shark 3.0 

Lemon shark 4.0 

Guinea pig 3.5 

Rabbit 6-10 

Cat 20-22 

Monkey 29-41 

Dog 31-66 

Sheep 118 

Goat 164 

Human 350-400 

 

5.4. Extracellular fluid (ECF) 
Just as CSF, extracellular fluid (ECF) from brain tissue can also be collected 

repeatedly. The fluid is collected via cerebral microdialysis, with a probe inserted 

in the brain of the animal. ECF also has the advantage of being close to the 

diseased tissue. The mouse can keep the probe inserted when awake for several 

days (58). Both smaller molecules like metabolites and neurotransmitters as well 

as larger molecules like peptides and proteins can be sampled via microdialysis 

(59). In humans the collection of ECF from brain tissue is implemented during 

neurosurgery or to monitor the progress of stroke or trauma (60, 61) but because 

of the invasiveness of this technique it is not implemented for biomarker research 

in human subjects. Also in animal models this technique has still not been widely 

used, since the uptake of proteins is still quite cumbersome (62).  
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6. Proteomic biomarker studies in EAE models 

 
Since the first EAE model was introduced by Koritschoner and Schweinburg in 

1925 (10), many studies based on the EAE model have been performed with the 

intention of increasing the understanding of the pathological mechanisms of MScl 

(14, 63). The rise of the proteomics era in the mid 90-ties (64) initiated several 

studies with the goal to discover proteomic biomarkers for diagnosis and 

increased knowledge in a range of diseases. Also numerous proteomic biomarker 

studies targeting MScl have been implemented; proteomic biomarker studies 

based on the EAE model, however, has still been moderate in number but have 

seen an increase during recent years. While most EAE studies have been 

hypothesis-driven attempts to discover biomarkers (39, 44-46, 50-52, 65), a few 

have been non-biased discovery type (40-42, 47). In most of the studies, spinal 

cord have been analyzed (39-46) and other tissues related to the CNS (46, 47, 50); 

only one study has been based on CSF (52) and three on serum (50-52).  

In the study by Ohgoh and colleagues (45), the transition between the 

genomics and proteomics era is visible where comparison between messenger 

ribonucleic acid (mRNA) and protein levels were done. The study was focused on 

the involvement of excitatory amino acid transporters in EAE and revealed that 

the EAAC1 (excitatory amino acid transporter 3) was increased in spinal cord 

from Lewis rats with EAE compared to control rats. The GLAST and GLT-1 

proteins (excitatory amino acid transporter 1 and 2 ,respectively) were, on the 

other hand, decreased in the diseased rats compared to the controls. The effects 

were suppressed when the rats were treated with the (AMPA) receptor antagonist 

(NBQX), thereby revealing that glutamate toxicity might be one of the key factors 

in the pathology of EAE. 

Gene expression and protein levels were also compared in the study by Alt 

et al.(47). Two breeds of mice with EAE (SJL/N and C57Bl/6) were analyzed for the 

effect on the blood-brain-barrier (BBB) by changes of proteins in the cerebral 

microvascular compartment. Six discriminatory proteins were discovered; four 

that increased in the diseased mice compared to control and two that decreased. 

However, only one of the proteins (fibroleukin precursor/fibrinogen like protein 2) 

showed an overlapping result between the proteomic 2D gel analysis and the 

gene-microarray results, showing the non-linear relationship between gene 

expression levels and protein amounts. 

Morgan et al. (44) also examined the effects on the BBB. Lumbar spinal cord 

was analyzed for post translational modification (PTM) differences between EAE 

rats and control animals on the tight junction protein, occludin. The protein was 

dephosphorylated in the EAE group compared to the control group, where the 

protein was found in a phosphorylated form. The de-phosphorylation was also 
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shown to coincide with the outbreak of inflammation. Further, three other 

proteins (albumin, transferrin and ceruloplasmin) were found at higher levels in 

the EAE rats compared to control. PTMs were also the scope of the study by 

Mikkat et al. in 2010 (43), where PTMs as well as single amino acid polymorphisms 

(SAPs) and splice isoforms were analyzed by studying migration differences of 

proteins from the spinal cord of one EAE susceptible (SJL/J) and one EAE resistant 

(B10.S) mouse strain. The findings included 26 polymorphic proteins with altered 

electrophoretic mobility and 14 single amino acid polymorphisms (SAPs). 

Further PTM studies have been performed by Kidd and colleagues (51); 

where citrullinated proteins were the target. Antibodies reactive against 

citrullinated and native myelin basic protein (MBP) were detected in EAE mice, 

while they were not detected in the controls. Also Grant et al. (39) have been 

examining PTMs in the form of lysine and arginine methylation as well as arginine 

citrullination and phosphorylation of proteins. Several modified proteins were 

found to be both increased as well as decreased in the EAE rats compared to the 

controls. 

The whole proteome of the spinal cord of EAE rats was analyzed by 

shotgun isobaric tag for relative and absolute quantitation (iTRAQ) analysis by the 

group of Jain et al. (40) and Liu et al. (42) The proteome was screened for 

discriminatory peptides as well as for altered proteolytic events. In the study by 

Liu et al., 41 significantly discriminatory peptides between healthy animals and 

EAE rats were identified. Later on, Jain et al. discovered 7 altered proteolytic 

products in the same sample set. 

Reactive oxygen species (ROS) toxicity was the focus of the study by Qi et 

al. in 2006 (46). CNS derived tissue as well as mitochondrial isolates from the same 

tissues were screened for nitrated proteins. The study revealed several nitrated 

mitochondrial proteins, an increased ROS level in the tissue and ~80% decreased 

adenosine triphosphate (ATP) synthesis in the EAE mice compared to control. 

Linker et al. (41) screened for stage-specific markers in two different EAE 

mice models (C57Bl/6 and CNTF-/-). Among the findings were five differently 

regulated proteins discovered in the C57Bl/6 mouse strain and six discriminatory 

proteins in the CNTF-/- strain. Glial fibrillary acidic protein (GFAP) were found at 

increased levels in later stages of the EAE. 

The interest of El Behi et al. (50) was to examine the effect of the 

antihistamine pyrilamine and the platelet activating factor (PAFR) receptor 

antagonist CV6209 on EAE. Lower levels of IgG’s were found in the treated mice 

compared to untreated. 

The possible involvement of the RAS system in EAE has been examined by 

Stegbauer et al. in 2009 (65). Antigen presenting cells as well as spinal cord tissue 

was analyzed in myelin myelin oligodendrocyte glycoprotein (MOG)-EAE mice. 

Quantitative polymerase chain reaction (Q-PCR) revealed upregulation of renin, 
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ACE (angiotensin converting enzyme) and AT1R (Ang II 1 receptor). Treatment 

with the renin inhibitor, Aliskiren, the ACE inhibitor, Enalapril, and the AT1R 

antagonist, Losartan, ameliorated the course of the EAE. Enzyme-linked 

immunosorbent assay (ELISA) analysis of chemokine (C-C motif) ligand 2 (CCL2) 

and C-X-C motif chemokine 10 (CXCL10) show a decrease of these chemokine 

ligands in macrophages after treatment with Losartan. 

Villaroya et al. (52) found elevated tumor necrosis factor alpha (TNFα) 

activity correlating with clinical scores of MBP-EAE rats in both serum and CSF. 

An increased TNFα level was also detected in the spinal cord of EAE compared to 

controls. Further findings included an increased concentration of both albumin 

and IgG in the EAE rats, as well as an elevated cell count in both serum and CSF. 

Several interesting proteins have been found discriminatory between EAE 

animals and controls. The question is if they are translatable to the MScl disease in 

real patients and further, how specific they are. In the following chapter, the 

connections between possible biomarkers found in the EAE model and findings in 

MScl patients are investigated. 

 

 

7. Connections between discriminatory proteins in EAE and 

MScl 

 
EAE proteomic biomarker studies have revealed several new proteins with 

discriminatory behavior between diseased and healthy animals. Many of these 

proteins have also been connected to MScl in studies on tissues or body fluids 

from human subjects. In this chapter, proteins that overlap between animal 

models and human studies are discussed. In Table 3, proteins with increased 

abundance in EAE compared to control are listed, Table 4 describes proteins with 

the opposite behavior, namely a decrease in EAE affected animals compared to 

controls. Table 5 shows proteins that decrease in EAE after drug treatment, and 

Table 6 contains proteins with PTM differences between EAE and control. Table 7 

describes proteins with a changed migration time during gel-electrophoresis in the 

study by Mikkat et al. in 2010 (43). 
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Table 3. Proteins that have been discovered at increased levels in EAE animals compared 

to control. The proteins are listed with references that link them to EAE and MScl. In all 

following tables (Table 3-7), the proteins are sorted by alphabetical order with overlapping 

proteins between MScl- and EAE- based studies in the upper part and non-overlapping 

EAE proteins in the lower part of the tables. In cases were no references were found to 

MScl or EAE, the box is shaded in grey. 

Protein  
(up in EAE) 

AC nr. EAE ref. MScl ref. 

α-1B-Glycoprotein Q9EPH1 Liu(42) Tumani(111) 

α-2-macroglobulin P06238 Liu(42) Jensen(94) 
Gunnarsson(93) 

Annexin V P48036 Linker(41) Elderfield(69) 

Apolipoprotein D P23593 Liu(42) Reindl(139) 

Apolipoprotein E P02650 Liu(42) Carlin(67) 
Hammack(72) 
Chiasserini(68) 
Fazekas(70) 

Cathepsin B P00787 Liu(42) Bever(127, 128) 

Ceruloplasmin P13635 Morgan(44) 
Liu(42) 

Hunter(105) 

Complement C3 P01026 Liu(42) Barnett(66) 
Hedegaard(73) 
Stoop(81, 82) 
Zhang(85) 
Padilla(77) 
Jongen(74) 
Gay(71) 

Cystatin C P14841 Liu(42) Nakashima (138)  
Irani(137) 

Exitatory amino acid transporter 3 EAAC1 (Human 
EAAT3) 

P51907 Ohgoh(45) Werner(97) 
Vallejo-
Illarramendi(96) 
Newcombe(95) 

Fibronectin P04937 Liu(42) Sobel(79) 
van Horssen(84) 

Filamin A IPI00409539 Liu(42) Lock(118) 

Glial fibrillary acidic protein  (GFAP) P03995 Linker(41) Norgren(122) 
Rosengren(123) 
Malmeström(121) 
Linker(41) 

Hemopexin P20059 Liu(42) Hammack(72) 
Rithidech(114) 

Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein A2/B1 
(ROA2) 

O88569 Alt(47) Yukitake(130) 
Sueoka(129) 

IgG (2A chain C) P20760 Villarroya(52) 
Liu(42) 

MacPherson(76) 
Kabat(75) 
Tourtellotte(83) 

Moesin O35763 Liu(42) Tajouri(110) 
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Myelin basic protein (MBP) P02688 Kidd(51) Berger(90) 
Egg(91) 
Vojdani(92) 

Peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans isomerase B P24368 Liu(42) Ramanathan(132) 

Mitochondrial heat shock protein 70 (mtHSP70) P38647 Qi(46) Witte(133) 

Transferrin P12346 Morgan(44) 
Linker(41) 
Liu(42) 

Weller(108) 
 Zeman(112) 
 Abo-Krysha(109) 
Tumani(111) 
Tajouri(110) 

TNFα P16599 Villarroya(52) Philippe(78) 
Spuler(80) 

Vimentin P31000 Liu(42) Holley(120) 
Selmaj(124) 

Albumin P02770 Morgan(44) 
Linker(41) 
Villarroya(52) 
Liu(42) 

 

α 1-Inhibitor III P14046 Liu(42)  

α 2 HS glycoprotein: P24090 Liu(42)  

α Internexin P46660 Linker(41)  

Annexin III P14669 Liu(42)  

Calreticulin precursor P14211 Linker(41)  

Coactosin-like protein IPI00365323 Liu(42)  

Contrapsin-like protease inhibitor 3 P05544 Liu(42)  

Cytochrome C oxidase subunit IV P19783 Qi(46)  

Cytosol aminopeptidase IPI00471530 Liu(42)  

EF-hand containing IPI00200410 Liu(42)  

protein 2 

 

Eukaryotic initiation factor 4A-I IPI00369618 Liu(42)  

Fibroleukin precursor/fibrinogen like protein 2 (FIBB) P14480 Alt(47)  

GTP-GDP dissociation stimulator 1 Q9BUX6 Linker(41)  

Hepatoma-derived growth Q8VHK7 Liu(42)  

Factor 

 

Guanine nucleotide-binding protein (GBLP) P25388 Alt(47)  

L-plastin Q5XI38 Liu(42)  

Lysozyme C2 Q05820 Liu(42)  

Myosin heavy chain A (non-muscle) Q62812 Liu(42)  
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Nucleophosmin P13084 Liu(42)  

 

Phosphatase 2A inhibitor Q63945 Liu(42)  

 

Proteasome activating complex Q63797 Liu(42)  

 

Protein disulfide isomerase P04785 Liu(42) 
Linker(41) 

 

 

Purine nucleotide phosphatase (PNPH) P23492 Alt(47)  

 

Syntaxin-binding protein 1 O08599 Linker(41)  

 

Talin 1 IPI00362014 Liu(42)  

 

T-Kininogen 1 P01048 Liu(42)  

 

40S Ribosomal protein SA P38983 Liu(42)  

 

40S Ribosomal protein S18 P62271 Liu(42)  

 

78 kDa Glucose regulated protein P06761 Liu(42)  

 

 

 

7.1.  Inflammation/immunity 
Inflammatory and immune responses, includes proteins involved in; the 

complement system, acute phase proteins, vasodilation, antibodies, coagulation 

and fibrinolysis. Among the discriminatory proteins discovered in EAE as well as 

in MScl, the inflammatory/immune proteins; annexin V, apolipoprotein E, 

complement C3, fibronectin, IgG and TNFα were increased in EAE compared to 

controls. Also in the human studies these proteins showed a positive relationship 

to MScl, different classes or stages of the disease (41, 42, 52, 66-85), reflecting the 

inflammatory/immune part of the disease. The cytokines CCL2 and CXL10 

decreased in macrophages of EAE mice after the treatment with the angiotensin II 

receptor inhibitor Losartan (65), indicating a connection to the renin-angiotensin-

system (RAS). Also MScl studies have revealed proteins with connections to the 

RAS system as interesting biomarker candidates (86-88), CCL2 and CXCL10 has 

also been connected to to MScl in human subjects (89). Autoantibodies against 

myelin basic protein (MBP) in native or citrullinated form have been found in EAE 

animals (51), and in studies on human subjects, antibodies against MBP and MOG 

were discriminatory between different sub-groups of the disease (90-92). Another 

protein connected to inflammation, alpha 2 macroglobulin, was increased in the 

spinal cord of EAE rats compared to control (42). The same protein was found to 

have increased as a transformed version in plasma from PP-MScl and SP-MScl 

patients compared to control detected by ELISA (93, 94). 
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7.2.  Exitotoxicity 
The excitatory amino acid transporters GLAST (human EAAT1), GLT-1 (human 

EAAT2) and EAAC1 (human EAAT3) were analyzed in EAE rats. EAAC1 were 

found in elevated amounts in diseased animals compared to controls while 

GLAST and GLT-1 were reduced in the same comparison (45). Studies on MScl 

patients have also revealed an involvement of glutamate toxicity (95-97). Protein 

amount as well as complementary deoxyribonucleic acid (cDNA) levels of EAAT1 

and EAAT2 were increased in the optic nerve of MScl patients compared to 

controls (96). In another study, protein levels of EAAT2 were decreased in 

oligodendrocytes around MScl lesions when compared to control tissues (97). 

Glutamate dehydrogenase (GD) was detected at lower levels in a knock-out EAE 

mouse compared to control (41). GD was not detectable in active and silent 

(chronic) MScl lesions but present in normal and non-MScl white matter (97). 

These results show that glutamate toxicity might be a factor involved in the 

demyelination and neurodegeneration in EAE as well as MScl. The protin 

calcium/calmodulin dependent kinase II (CAMKII), a protein involved among 

others in the regulation of glutaminergic synapses (98) was decreased in EAE 

compared to control (42). It has been discovered that the Vδ2+ T cells that have 

been detected in CSF of RR-MScl patients are dependent on CAMKII for the 

transendothelial migration across the BBB to reach the CNS (99). 

 

7.3. Oxidative stress/iron homeostasis 
Oxidative stress is a pathogenic mechanism that has been connected to the cause 

of MScl (100-102). Ceruloplasmin, a copper-binding protein involved in the 

protection against oxidative stress (103, 104), was found to be increased in spinal 

cord of EAE rats compared to control (42, 44); the same observation was also made 

in plasma from MScl patients (105). Transferrin, another protein involved in 

protection against oxidative stress (106, 107) was detected at an elevated 

abundance in rats and mice with EAE (41, 42, 44). An increased amount of 

transferrin was also detected by ELISA in CSF from MScl patients (108). Another 

study noted an increased amount of soluble transferrin receptor in serum from 

MScl patients (109). Transferrin cDNA levels were also increased in a comparison 

of MScl plaque tissue to normal tissue (110). A longitudinal study of patients with 

clinically isolated syndromes (CIS) revealed a decrease of transferrin abundance in 

the CSF of patients that converted to definite relapsing remitting MScl (RR-MScl) 

compared to those that stayed diagnosed as CIS after two years (111). Further 

more, the transferrin level was discriminatory between subclasses and stages of 

MScl (112). Hemopexin also plays an important role in the protection against 

oxidative stress by the heme-binding capacity (113). An increased amount of 
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transferrin was found in the spinal cord of EAE diseased rats (42); the same has 

also been observed for hemopexin in plasma from pediatric MScl (114). A possible 

change in PTM’s of hemopexin in healthy and MScl patients was discovered by a 

different location on 2D gels (72). The three proteins described in this section are 

also acute phase proteins and could be listed together with the inflammatory 

proteins (115). 

 

7.4. Structure 
The intermediate filaments (IF) proteins, glial fibrillary acidic protein (GFAP), 

vimentin and the neurofilament proteins, constitute part of the foundation of the 

eukaryotic cytoskeleton (116) the filaments are connected via crosslinkers that 

build up a complex network that enables cell signaling, and anchors 

transmembrane receptors. One of these crosslinkers, filamin A, (117) has been 

shown to increase in EAE rats at protein level (42) and chronic lesions from MScl 

patients at gene level (118). Another cytoskeleton protein, moesin (119), was also 

increased in EAE rats (42) as well as MScl patients on gene level (110, 119). Among 

IF proteins, GFAP was shown to increase in spinal cord of late stage EAE as well 

as SP-MScl compared to control (41, 119). GFAP in CSF was also increased on a 

protein level in MScl patients compared to control (119-123). Vimentin was one of 

the increased proteins in EAE rats (42). In MScl patients, corpora amylaceae 

stained strongly for vimentin compared to control tissues (124); vimentin has also 

been shown in another MScl study to be more expressed in diseased tissue 

compared to healthy tissue (120). Neurofilaments have been shown to be 

dephosphorylated in EAE (39); phosphorylation of neurofilaments have also 

shown to be discriminatory in different CNS tissues from the of MScl patients 

(125). 

 

7.5. Other 
Glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH) a protein involved in 

glycolysis, was increased in EAE; in the same study, a lower production of ATP 

was shown in the diseased animals (46). In another study based on MScl patients, 

GAPDH reactive antibodies were upregulated in diseased individuals compared 

to control (126). The protease cathepsin B increased in EAE rats (42) as well as in 

mononuclear cells of peripheral blood and cerebral white matter from MScl 

patients compared to control (127, 128). Apolipoprotein D (Apo D), for example 

involved in lipid transport increased in EAE rats (42); in MScl; an increased Apo D 

CSF/serum index was found. The heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoproteins A2/B1 

(hnRNP, ROA2) were found at increased amounts in EAE compared to control 

(47). Antibodies against this protein were found in the CSF of MScl patients (129, 

130). Αlpha-1B-glycoprotein, a plasma protein with unknown function, was 
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detected at higher levels in EAE compared to control (42), and at lower levels in 

CIS-RR-MScl compared to CIS-CIS (111). Peptidyl-cis-trans-isomerase B, a protein 

involved in protein folding (131), increased in EAE at protein levels (42), while in 

MScl patients this protein increased at the mRNA level by 22% compared to 

controls (132). The mitochondrial stress protein 70 (mtHsp70) was found to be 

nitrated in mitochondrial isolates from retina, brain and spinal cord of EAE,  while 

this was not observed in the control animals (46). In MScl lesions and particularly 

in astrocytes and axons, there was an increased immunoreactivity against the 

same protein (133). 2’,3’-Cyclic-nucleotide 3’-phosphodiesterase (CNPase), one of 

the most abundant proteins in the myelin membrane (134) exhibited a shift in 

migration time between EAE susceptible and EAE-resistant healthy mouse strains 

(43). The same protein was recognized by IgG in serum and CSF from MScl 

patients but not from controls (135, 136). Cystatin C, an inhibitor of cystein 

proteases was found to increase in EAE animals compared to control (42). This 

protein was also found to be discriminatory between MScl patients and controls 

(137), but later studies have revealed that this difference might be caused by 

improper storage of the samples (138). 

 

 

Table 4. Proteins that have been discovered at decreased levels in EAE animals compared 

to control. The proteins are listed with references that link them to EAE and MScl. 

Protein  
(down in EAE) 

AC nr. EAE ref. MScl ref. 

Ca2+/Calmodulin kinase 2Alpha P11275 Liu(42) Poggi(99) 

Exitatory amino acid transporter 1 (rat: GLAST, 
human: EAAT1) 

P24942 Ohgoh(21) Werner(97), Vallejo-
Illarramendi(96) 

Exitatory amino acid transporter 2 (rat: GLT1, 
human: EAAT2) 

P31596 Ohgoh(21), 
Liu(42) 

Werner(97), Vallejo-
Illarramendi(96) 
Newcombe(95), Pitt(140) 

Glutamate dehydrogenase 1 P26443 Linker(41) Werner(97) 

Enolase-phosphatase E1  Q8BGB7 Linker(41)   

Guanine nucleotide-binding protein 
G(I)/G(S)/G(T) beta subunit 2/transducin beta 
chain 2 (GBB2) 

P54312 Alt(47)   

Tailless complex polypeptide 1B (TCP) P11983 Alt(47)   

Tailless complex polypeptide 1B (TCP) P11983 Alt(47)   
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Table 5. Proteins that have been detected at different levels in drug treated EAE animals 

compared to non-treated EAE animals. The proteins are listed with references that link 

them to EAE and MScl. 

Protein  
(down with drug treatment) 

AC nr. EAE ref. MScl ref. 

Antihistamine treatment decreases IgG 
(pyrilamine and CV6209)  

  El Behi(50) Logothetis(141), Alonso(142)  

Chemokine ligand 2 (CCL2) (decreases 
after treatment with Losartan) 

Q7TMS1 Stegbauer(65) Szczucinski(89), Kawajiri(86), 
Wosik(88), Otterwald(87) 

Chemokine ligand 10 (CXCL10) (decreases 
after treatment with Losartan) 

P17515 Stegbauer(65) Szczucinski(89), Kawajiri(86), 
Wosik(88), Otterwald(87) 

 

 

Table 6. Proteins that have been detected with discriminatory posttranslational 

modifications in EAE animals compared to control. The proteins are listed with references 

that link them to EAE and MScl. 

Protein PTM AC nr. PTM EAE ref. MScl ref. 

Glyceraldehyde 3-
phosphatase 
dehydrogenase 

P16858 Nitration  Qi(46) Kolln(126) 

Glial fibrillary acidic protein  P47819 Citrullination  Grant(39) Moscarello(143) 

Hsp 70 (mitochondrial) P38647 Nitration Qi(46) Witte(133) 

Myelin basic protein (MBP) P02688 Citrullination Kidd(51) De Seze(144), 
Kim(145), Tranquill(146, 
147), Oguz(146), 
Moscarello(143) 

Neurofilament heavy chain P16884 Phosphorylation  Grant(39), 
Gresle(148) 

Petzold(125) 

Neurofilament light chain P19527 Phosphorylation  Grant(39) Norgren(122) 

Occludin Q6P6T5 Phosphorylation Morgan(44) Proia(149), 
Blecharz(150), 
Minager(151) 

Ser/Thr kinase RIO3  IPI00364947 Citrullination  Grant(39)   

Centrosome-associated 
protein 350  

IPI00207361 Arginine 
methylation  

Grant(39)  
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Complement C1 s 
subcomplement  

Q6P6T1 Lysine 
methylation  

Grant (39)  

  

Discs large homologue 7  IPI00766460 Lysine 
methylation  

Grant(39)  

  

Early endosome antigen 1  IPI00768104 Lysine 
methylation  

Grant(39)  

  

EGF-like domain-
containing protein 4  

IPI00365661 Arginine 
methylation  

Grant(39)  

  

Elongation factor 1-α 2 P62632 Lysine 
methylation  

Grant(39)  

  

Myosin 1E  Q63356 Arginine 
methylation  

Grant(39)  

  

 

NADPH-ubiquinone 
oxidoreductase B14 
subunit of complex I 
(NDUF6A) 

 

Q9CQZ5 

 

Nitration  

 

Qi(46) 

 

  

Nephrocystin 4 orthologue  IPI00764323 Arginine 
methylation  

Grant(39)  

  

Phosphoglycerate mutase 
2  

P16290 Lysine 
methylation  

Grant(39)  

  

Plastin-3  Q63598 Lysine 
methylation  

Grant(39)  

  

PPAR-δ protein  Q62879 Lysine 
methylation  

Grant(39)  

  

Protein phosphatase 1 
regulatory subunit 3E  

P0C7L8 Arginine 
methylation  

Grant(39)  

  

Ribophorin 1 Q6P7A7 Citrullination  Grant(39)  

  

ρ-associated protein kinase 
1 

Q63644 Lysine 
methylation  

Grant(39)  

  

R3H domain isoform 3  IPI00763599 Lysine 
methylation  

Grant(39)  

  

Transcription initiation 
factor TFIID, subunit 5  

IPI00361559 Lysine 
methylation  

Grant(39)  
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Table 7. protein that have been detected with discriminatory migration times between 

EAE animals and controls in Mikkat et al. (43). The proteins are listed with references that 

link them to EAE and MScl. 

Changed migration in B10.S and SJL/J AC nr. EAE ref. MScl ref. 

Neurofilament heavy polypeptide P16884 Mikkat(43) Petzold(125),  

Leucine-rich PPR motif-containing protein Q6PB66 Mikkat(43)   

Advillin Q0VEI6 Mikkat(43)   

Elongation factor G 1, mitochondrial Q8K0D5 Mikkat(43)   

Acylamino-acid-releasing enzyme Q8R146 Mikkat(43)   

Dipeptidyl-peptidase 3 Q99KK7 Mikkat(43)   

Liver carboxylesterase N P23953 Mikkat(43)   

Stress-70 protein (mitochondrial) P38647 Mikkat(43) Witte(133) 

Annexin A6 P14824 Mikkat(43)   

Dihydrolipoyllysine-residue acetyltransferase Q8BMF4 Mikkat(43)   

component of pyruvate dehydrogenase compl 

Putative hydroxypyruvate isomerase Q8R1F5 Mikkat(43)   

Putative uncharacterized protein (Rap1gds1) Q3TA6 Mikkat(43)   

Glutathione synthetase P51855 Mikkat(43)   

2’,3’-Cyclic-nucleotide 3’-phosphodiesterase P16330 Mikkat(43) Lovato(105), Walsh(106) 

3’ (2’), 5’-Bisphosphate nucleotidase 1 Q9Z0S1 Mikkat(43)   

3-Mercaptopyruvate sulfurtransferase Q99J99 Mikkat(43)   

EF-hand domain-containing protein 2 Q9D8Y0 Mikkat(43)   

Enolase-phosphatase E1 Q8BGB7 Mikkat(43)   

Glyoxalase domain-containing protein 4 Q9CPV4 Mikkat(43)   

Carbonic anhydrase 2 P00920 Mikkat(43)   

Glia maturation factor beta Q9CQI3 Mikkat(43)   

Isocitrate dehydrogenase [NADP] cytoplasmic O88844 Mikkat(43)   

Only in SJL       

Apolipoprotein A-I-binding protein Q8K4Z3 Mikkat(43)   

HD domain-containing protein 3 Q9D114 Mikkat(43)   

Only in B10.S       

Peflin Q8BFY6 Mikkat(43)   

 

 

8. Concluding remarks 

 
In this review, the EAE model has been described in terms of proteomic studies. 

Discriminatory proteins discovered in the model have been listed together with 

overlapping proteins discovered in Mscl studies. Many proteins show the same 

behavior in the EAE model and MScl patients; some of them, however, do show 

an opposite response. Reasons for opposite results may be due to the fact that 

studies are done on different sample types, using different methods and different 

targets. Multiple sclerosis is a highly polyfaceted disorder, which makes it 

complicated to find clear and specific markers. There are many factors that can 

affect the outcome in proteomic studies; storage temperature, number of freeze-
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thaw cycles and sample vials as well as analysis technique and sample origin. 

Samples obtained from animal models are far more homogenous than human 

samples, which makes it easier to detect markers in an animal model. However, 

this also gives a flaw in the sense of dynamic behavior of the expression of the 

marker. In order to get reliable, robust, reproducible results which can be 

translated between animal model and human subjects, these factors have to be 

kept under strict control. It should be noted that the EAE model is a model with 

face validity or mimicry of the real disease; therefore, the animal model will never 

be an exact copy of the real situation in patients. Still, by careful, accurate 

experimental designs, the combined use of the EAE model and human subjects 

offers the possibility to reveal the enigma behind this devastating disease and in 

the end give hope to affected people all over the world. 
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